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DOZENS of websites are advertising
black market bookmakers directly to
customers who have signed up for the
industry’s flagship self-exclusion
scheme, GamStop.

An investigation by the Racing Post
into the betting black market has
found disturbing evidence of how
online portals target people who have
excluded themselves from legal

operators using player protection
tools, and the staggering ease with
which black market sites can be
found, signed up to and bet through.

GamStop lets users block them-
selves from betting online for a period
of between six months and five years.
All major UK bookmakers, such
as bet365, Ladbrokes, Coral, Betfair,
Paddy Power, Tote and William Hill
feature among the 149 firms listed on
GamStop’s website as being partici-
pants in the scheme, which is a
condition of licence for Gambling
Continues page 6

Vulnerable
gamblers
preyed on
by black
market sites
RACING POST
INVESTIGATION
By Peter Scargill

By Chris Cook
Senior reporter

AN ADVISORY group has been set up
by racing’s ruling body to consider
changes that might improve the best
of British jump racing and allow
trainers and horses to be as competi-
tive as possible at the sport’s marquee
events.

The Quality Jump Racing Review
Group was created in response to the
23-5 greenwash at this year’s Chel-
tenham Fest iva l and, whi le i t s
membership remains a secret, it is
believed to include representatives
from all of the sport’s main participant
groups.

The group’s existence was a topic of
conversation among senior figures
during York’s Ebor meeting last week,
along with the fact that it had been
mulling the feasibility of creating a
Dublin Racing Festival equivalent for
Britain. Many racing insiders feel
Continues page 3
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Blackmarket
sites target
punters who
self-exclude
From front page
Commis s i on - re gu l a t ed f i rms .
Howeve r, many more be t t i ng
compan ie s , based in o f f shore
locations such as Curacao or Costa
Rica, are not participants and offer
those attempting to control their
gambling means to circumvent the
self-exclusion tools on offer.
Furthermore, these firms, classed as

black market due to offering products
to UK punters while not holding a
licence from the Gambling Commis-
sion, lack safety and securitymeasures
for users, with numerous reviews on
Trustpilot from customers warning
others of problems withdrawing funds
or having personal details and funds
stolen.
Most disturbingly, the portal to

these betting operators is a plethora of
affiliate gambling websites posing as
review pages, but which in fact are
shamelessly preying on punters who
have signed up for schemes designed
to prevent former punters placing
further bets.
Searching using terms such as ‘non-

GamStop betting’ or ‘betting websites
not on GamStop’ brings up dozens of
relevant results on Google with
brazen websites whose URLs include
words such as ‘non-gamstop’ and
‘notongamstop’. The Racing Post has
chosen not to publish the full website
add re s s e s o r name the b l a c k
market operators featured in this
article.
The raising of standards among UK

affiliates is the work of Responsible
Affiliates in Gambling (Raig), an inde-
pendent body set up in 2019 with
particular focus on responsible
gambling and of which Spotlight
Sports Group, the parent company of
the Racing Post, is a founder member.
By contrast, the portals promoting

black market bookmakers, which
present themselves as UK-based
websites with named authors, go to
significant lengths to hide their
operators' true identities.
Many of the websites advertising

themselves as 'non-GamStop' falsely
claim to be written by authors sharing
names with prominent journalists,
including from The Guardian and
Racing Post, and claim to be merely
helping "frustrated" punters.

One website claims to operate from
a residential street in Chelmsford,
Essex, although when its URL is run
through aWHOIS service, which iden-
tifies who has registered and owns the
website, the name of a company regis-
tered in Malaysia and which offers
WHOIS shielding services comes up.
The homepage of this website

declares it can “solve the problem” for
GamStop users who “have faced some
inconvenience with the self-exclu-
sion” and offers a ‘help page’ for those
seeking to get around the exclusions,
as well as a list of websites that are
not participants in the protection
scheme.
On the page headed, ‘How to get

around GamStop’, the author outlines
fivemethods, including using sites not
on GamStop and “use sites that don’t
require verification”.
It goes on to make unsubstantiated

claims about GamStop, such as :
“Research shows that quite a large
number of players sign up on the
scheme unknowingly. This poses a
threat to their gaming time.”
It adds: “Looking for ways how to

get around GamStop?? You must be
tired of being away from gambling
sites for so long.”
These websites also bombard the

potentially vulnerable customers
using these sites with incentives such
as large bonuses, ease of sign-up and
lack of verification or Know Your
Customer checks from the operators.
One states that “as long as you have

a computer or mobile device and

some form of payment method close
at hand then you are going to find
hundreds if not thousands of different
casino sites will accept you as a
player”, and even if you have signed up
to GamStop “all is not lost”.
It adds: “There are still plenty of UK

casinos and slot games that are not
GamStop listed, and as such you are
still going to be able to play and
gamble at those sites and will never
run the risk of having your accounts
closed down, even if you are on the
GamStop self-exclusion register.”
The Racing Post attempted to

contact six affiliate websites via email
addresses or online contact forms but
received no response from any.
Two telephone numbers, one on the

affiliate’s website and another in an
online directory for a firm purporting
to be based in Leicester, did not
connect frommultiple attempts.
Richard Flint, a non-executive

director at Flutter Entertainment and
the former chief executive of Sky Bet,
said he found websites directing
punters to black market operators
“distasteful” and said they highlighted
the danger of pushing customers into
the hands of unregulated operators.
“The vast majority of people using

GamStop will have done so because
it ’s causing issues for them. To
encourage or faci l i tate them to
continue gambling I find distasteful,”
he said. “The reason people go to
black market betting sites is because
they’re not on GamStop, although if
people say the black market’s a big
issue at themoment then they’re over-
playing it.
“However, it’s something we have to

look out for in the UK if restrictions
come in on a general spend level as
there would be strong growth in the
black market sector.”
He added: “I am a supporter of

affordability measures to put friction
in the system to stop people spending
what is clearly unaffordable amounts
for them. As an industry we should
focus on these methods to help
people who are problem gamblers,
but to restrict a whole population to
protect a relatively small number who
need help will only add fuel to the fire
of the black market.”
Bets with black market firms were

‘To restrict a whole
population to protect
a relatively small
number who need
help will only add
fuel to the fire of the
black market’
Richard Flint, non-executive
director at Flutter
Entertainment

NEWS

HARRIET BETHELL, who was left
fighting for her life after suffering
serious head injuries in a fall, is to
walk Pontefract racecourse in October
in a bid to raise £25,000 for the Injured
Jockeys Fund.
She suffered multiple bleeds on the

brain, spent six weeks in a coma and
nine months in various hospitals after
the accident, which happened on the
gallops in August 2019.
Completing a lap of one of the

stiffest tracks in the country will be a
challenge for Bethell, a successful
rider and trainer who is still under-
going physiotherapy as she tries to
rebuild her life. But she is determined
to repay the organisation that has
done so much to help her recovery.
"If we didn't have the IJF behind us,

my rehab wouldn't have been so
extensive," she said.
Bethell, whose father William took

over the licence at their yard in East
Yorkshire after her fall, will walk round
Pontefract on the morning of their
finalmeeting of the season onOctober
18.
Explaining the choice of venue, she

said: "It's sentimental to me because
on the day of my accident we trained a
winner round there, I rode and trained
a few winners there. Dad's very
involved and [clerk of the course]
Norman Gundill is a superstar."
Pontefract is more than two miles

round with an uphill finish over the
final three furlongs, but Bethell said:
"I'll probably take a five-minute break
to reboot and pluck up the courage for
the last half. The second half is the
tougher part.
"My walking is coming along,

though probably not as much as I
would like. I'm training two or three
times a week in preparation for the
walk. I can do probably up to a mile
and a quarter without a break."

By David Carr

Head injury victim
Bethell aiming to
raise £25,000 with
Pontefract walk

Bethell's brain injury meant she has
had to re-learn how to do the simplest
of tasks and she said: "It's a long
process and I'm doing one session of
physio a week.
"We do things like sweeping, raking,

wheelbarrow-pushing and putting
bridles and head collars on and I've
also been walking up and down the
ramp with her.
“She's an absolute legend – and as

she's horsey herself, she's a perfect fit
for me.
"I have to re-learn how to do every-

thing. I'm making progress but I feel
like such a twit when I'm struggling
with a head collar. I've been doing it
all my life but I get my fingers in a
tangle."
Counselling has also been part of

the recovery process and Bethell has
had several chats with fellow head-
injury victim George Baker.
"He's been like a mentor to me and

he's been really helpful," she said. "I
pick his brains about how long things
can take, though it's hard to put a
timescale on it. I asked if he ever went
to pieces as it's something I can really
struggle with mentally."
Donations to support Harr iet

Bethell's Pontefract course walk can
be made at justgiving.com/fund-
raising/harriet-bethell.
Former owner Rob Lloyd reached a

notable landmark in his effort to raise
£100,000 for charity Sense, which
helps those with complex disabilities,
when riding roundMusselburgh.
Skydiving and SAS training are

other activities on his year-long list of
activities and Musselburgh chief
execut ive Bi l l Farnswor th sa id
yesterday: "One of his challenges was
to ride around a racecourse so he got a
three-year-old from Richard Fahey.
"We let him gallop round after

racing and he did it very well. He went
past £50,000 yesterday and his target is
£100,000."

Harriet Bethell with physio Zane Peka during her long spell in hospital
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£2.8billion
Bets with black market firms in the

year to Nov 2020

4.5 million
The estimated number of people who
know of at least one black market company

Pages from just two of the black market websites encouraging self-excluded
punters to bet on unregulated sites, and numbers outlining the size of the market

Tomorrow Bill Barber
investigates how black market
firms are luring VIP punters
from established bookmakers

estimated to have doubled to £2.8
b i l l i on in November la s t yea r
compared to the 12 months prior by
P r i cewa te rhouseCoope r s in a
disputed report into the sector
published in February and produced
on behalf of the Betting & Gaming
Council, a betting industry lobbying
group representing a majority of
UK-licensed bookmakers and casinos.
It also estimated that approximately

4.5 million people knew of at least one
black market company, the same as
the year before, but that user levels
have climbed to 460,000 from 210,000.
These claims were dismissed as “exag-
gerated” by the Gambling Commis-
sion.
Evidence of black market usage can

be found on Trustpilot reviews for
ope ra t o r s ba s ed in the sma l l
Caribbean nation of Curacao.
One review on Trustpilot posted last

month said: “Tr ied to beat the
gamstop ban by joining this motley
crew. Taken photos of every part of my
anatomy with my passport to try and

get paid out, never worked . . . they
have now got the cheek to ring me to
tell me about great bonuses.”
The experiences are echoed by

users o f another b lack market
bookmaker, with one reviewer writing
in June: “I tried this as I’m on gamstop.
Boy what a mistake!!! WILL NOT
payout. Everytime you provide what

they want the goalposts move. I’ve
cancelled my visa card as I don’t trust
them one inch.”
The Racing Post signed up to three

bett ing operators who featured
prominently on the affiliate websites,
all of which are geared towards
casino-style games but offered live
spo r t s b e t t i ng t oo, i n c l ud ing
horseracing in Britain that was
available to watch on a live stream. No
bets placed on these sites are captured
by the levy.
Sign-up was swift, taking less than

two minutes in each case, with bonus
offers and nudges to bet coming
instantly afterwards. In one case, a
countdown for ‘limited bonus offers’
began as soon as the registration
process was complete.
The revelations of the Racing Post’s

investigation bring into focus the
potential for unintended harm to be
created as a consequence of the
Gambling Commission’s remote
customer interaction consultation,
which closed in February and had

included a proposal whereby a
monthly net gambling loss of as little
as £100 would mean punters would
have to prove their income in order to
continue to bet.
While the government has indicated

the consultation will be wrapped into
a wider review of the 2005 Gambling
Act, for which a white paper is due
before the end of the year, the threat of
draconian affordability checks has
highlighted the prospects of a black
market Pandora’s box being opened if
punters are required to provide finan-
cially sensitive personal information,
such as bank statements and details of
savings.
The ease of access for punters to the

black market means regulation of
licensed operations needs to be done
carefully, according to Paul Leyland,
the co-founder of consultants Regulus
Partners and formerly a senior figure
at WilliamHill.
“The ready availability of black

market does provide a clear need for
proportionate and balanced interven-
t ions that considers consumer
behaviour as it is rather than as some
want it to be,” he said. “We believe that
the black market is now circa four per
cent of the British online market and
growing at about 30 per cent per year,
although this is likely to plateau on a
regulatory status quo.”
Leyland believes the black market

has been able to develop through
lacklustre enforcement and greater
regu la t ion o f l i censed bet t ing
operators.
Ne v e r t h e l e s s , a “nu an c e d ”

approach to player protection is the
path advised by Leyland, who added:
“There is no silver bullet solution to
this and that is why the government’s
review of all options is a much better
outcome for consumers and the
industry than previous attempts to
simply yank downhard on one lever at
a time.”
Complaints about black market

operators are a rar ity for Brian
Chappell, who runs the Justice For
Punters campaign group, although he
does believe the sector poses signifi-
cant risks for bettors, highlighting an
indiv idua l who contac ted him
recently over a failed payout.
“A company based in Curacao won’t

pay him his money and that’s where
the difficulties lay using these sorts of
sites,” Chappell said. “If he doesn’t get
paid and asks for my help then I will
try and help, but he has no legal rights
l ike he would wi th a company
licensed in the UK and he did place
the bet with this company knowingly
too.”
However, alongside acknowledging

the risks of the black market to
punters in the UK, Chappell says
licensed operators need to ensure
more robust measures are in place to
protect players on their sites and that
the Betting & Gaming Council should
beworkingwith big tech companies to
limit access to the black market.
“Why would someone use the black

market? It’s because they cannot have
a bet in the regulated market,” he said.
“The BGC is saying that if something
more is done on affordability it will

drive huge numbers to the black
market, but if you want to get around
res t r i c t i ons w i th UK- l i censed
companies there are enough ways to
do that as it stands.
“More has to be done on the black

market for certain, while efforts also
should be going into challenging and
speaking with the likes of Google,
Twitter, Facebook and others to limit
the ability of people to find black
market sites.”
The threat of the black market was

flagged by GamStop in its submission
to government as part of the review
into the Gambling Act, with the organ-
isation outlining that articles on
affiliate websites were published “on
an almost daily basis” seeking to push
people towards unregulated sites. A
spokesman added that GamStop
“does not believe that customers
register unknowingly for the service”.
A spokesman for the Gambling

Commission said that efforts would
continue to go into tackling the black
market and beefing up powers to
challenge unlicensed sites, but added
that the threat posed by the sector
does not mean tougher regulation
should not come into force on
licensed operations.
He said: “We are not convinced by

the argument that the risk of black
market gambling should be a reason
to s top tak ing ac t ion to make
regulated gambling safer. Making
gambling safer and keeping crime out
of gambling are notmutually exclusive
andwewill continue to pursue both of
those objectives rigorously.
“We are making sustained progress

in raising standards in the licensed
gambling industry while working hard
to tackle unlicensed operators who
seek to undermine those efforts. We
are alive to the risks that unlicensed
operators pose to customers, as
keeping crime out of gambling and
protecting customers and the public
from being harmed or exploited by
gambling are at the heart of our work.
“We have shown that we are willing

and able to take action against illegal
operators and we will continue to do
that in the future. However, we also
recognise that as technology changes
the risks from overseas illegal online
operators can also change.
“As the government’s statutory

advisers, as part of the review of the
Gambling Act wewill set out where we
see the need for additional powers.”

‘We believe that the
black market is now
circa four per cent of
the British online
market and growing
at about 30 per cent
per year’
Paul Leyland, co-founder of
consultants Regulus Partners

‘A company based in
Curacao won’t pay
him his money and
that’s where the
difficulties lay using
these sorts of sites’
Brian Chappell, Justice For
Punters
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The new ROA branding prominently displayed in the grandstand at the Cheltenham Festival last week

AT LEAST £90,000 of levy
funding earmarked for the
creation of an ownership
strategy for the sport was spent
on a rebranding exercise for
t h e R a c e h o r s e O w n e r s
A s s o c i a t i o n , p ro m p t i n g
consternation from senior
racing figures who questioned
whether the money was being

used as “a means of bolstering
the ROA’s own profile and
activity”.

The rebranding work was
carried out as part of the
Industry Ownership Strategy
(IOS), a cross-industry initia-
tive run by the ROA on behalf
of the sport since 2018 and
backed with £1.248 million of
levy funding. The strategy was
also cited as a key pillar in

racing’s Covid-19 recovery
plan announced by the BHA
in August.

The new black and orange
livery, which was produced by
an external branding agency,
has been utilised in ROA
p u b l i c a t i o n s s i n c e l a s t
summer and was prominently
displayed at the Cheltenham
Festival last week, when a
huge banner was erected

across the upper tier of the
main grandstand.

A total of £120,000 was
originally budgeted for the
rebranding exercise, almost
ten per cent of the total
project budget, with £90,000
of that sum reported as spent
by August 2019.

T h e R O A d e c l i n e d t o
provide the Racing Post with a
Continues page 8

ROA spent £90,000 of levy
funds on rebranding exercise
By Peter Scargill

THE man who unearthed Gold
Cup winner Minel la Indo
believes the performance of
Irish point-to-point graduates
at last week’s Cheltenham
Festival should have been a
watershed moment, but fears
insufficient understanding at
government level is costing the
sector dearly.

The Ir ish point-to-point
season remains in limbo after
being suspended on January 13,
with April 5 the earliest possible
resumption date, and concerns
are growing about irreparable
damage to the industry if it does

not resume swiftly, with leading
p o i n t - t o -p o i n t h a n d l e r s
lobbying hard for a return.

John Nallen, who bought
Minella Indo as a foal, said
yesterday: “There is a lack of
understanding of the industry
and that is what’s killing us.
Last week was our Italia 90 but
now the government are telling
us we can’t play ball.”

Horse Racing Ireland has put
on extra meetings, including
today’s card of bumpers specif-
ically for point-to-point horses,
at Tipperary, along with two
other meetings made up of
bumpers and maiden hurdles
Continues page 3

‘Italia 90
moment’
in Ireland
at risk of
being lost
By Brian Sheerin
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Levy Board raised
concerns over
ROA rebranding

From front page
final figure for how much the
work cost.
Documents obtained via a

F reedom o f In fo rma t i on
request to the Horseracing
Betting Levy Board (HBLB)
reveal how the ownership
project initially had the goal of
creating “a parallel brand to the
ROA” which would “generate
t h e i n d u s t r y b r a n d f o r
racehorse ownership”. An ‘IOS
Diagnosis’ report, produced
early in the project, identified
“a lack of a coherent identity for
racehorse ownership” as a
problem for the sport.
A tender process for the

b r a n d p r o p o s i t i o n w a s
conducted in January 2019, but
by the time a presentation was
made by the ROA to the Levy
Board in October 2019, the
approach – led by an agency
whose name has been redacted
f rom the document s and
“following consultation with
existing owners and stake-
holders” – had altered from
“keep the ROA as it is and create
a parallel membership brand”
to “evolve the ROA to become
themembership brand”.
The presentation outlined

that the original plan for a
parallel brand was ultimately
rejected as it might create
“confusion and competition”
which would “adversely affect
both members and stake-
holders”.
Another slide noted that the

brand “process” involved inter-
viewing 12 people, assessing 26
do cumen t s , h o s t i n g two
members’ day visits, “hours of
brand collateral, research and
document reviews” and “one
immersion and kick-off session”.
Concerns about the change of

direction were raised as early as
September 2019, when Levy
Board chief executive Alan
Delmonte asked his ROA coun-
terpart Charlie Liverton for
“somemore explanation on why
the thought process changed
from there being a separate
b rand fo r t he owne r sh ip
promotion to it being the ROA”.
C o n c e r n s e v i d e n t l y

r ema i n e d f o l l ow i n g t h e
October ROA presentation to
the Levy Board, after which
Delmonte emailed Liverton to
say tha t wh i l e the board
remained “broadly supportive
of the objectives of the project
[...] it would be fair to say that
there were however significant
questions raised”.
He added: “[There is a] need

for further reassurance that the
project was not a means of
bolster ing the ROA’s own
prof i le and act iv i ty as an
outcome in its own right.” In the
same email, Delmonte sought
“reassurance as to how the
identity for the ownership
promotion had been chosen
and an allaying of any concern
that the ROA itself will be
getting a rebrand/refresh from
project funds”.
A response was provided to

the Levy Board by January 2020,
which expla ined that the
“brand development allows
aligned promotion of British
racehorse ownership”. It added:
“ROA promotional activities

remain distinct, whilst ensuring
that language and images
remain consistent in line with
the brand development, so that
British racehorse ownership
‘speaks with one voice’.”
Minutes of the January 2020

Levy Board meeting, at which
attendees included Delmonte,
former BHA chief executive
Nick Rust and Racecourse
A s s o c i a t i on he ad Dav i d
Armstrong, show that concerns
were voiced around “the need
for some KPIs [key perfor-
manc e i nd i c a t o r s ] ” and
“whether the activity being
carried out translated into
outcomes”. However, the board
approved a budget request for
an additional £355,000 for the
pro jec t . The onset o f the
Covid-19 pandemic meant
virtually all ownership strategy
funding was paused from
March.
Classic-winning owner Phil

Cunningham, who operates
Rebel Racing in Newmarket,
criticised the initial report upon
its release last year, claiming
mo r e w o u l d h a v e b e e n
achieved if “they stuck £500
behind the bar and had a good

conversation for a couple of
hours”.
Cunningham said that he felt

communication from the ROA
had imp rov ed i n r e c en t
months, but struggled to see
the value for racing in the
rebranding or how it had
helped make get t ing into
ownership clearer.
He said: “Their communica-

tion is much better than it used
to be and the brand looks a lot
better, but I’m not sure it’s
wo r t h t ha t mone y and I
wouldn’t have spent my own
money doing it. I still think the
whole thing could be a lot
simpler and straightforward
than it is right now.”
The ROA declined to answer

questions about the project, but
in a statement it said it was “the
voice of ownership in racing”
and that the long-term benefits
of the strategy would “enhance
racing for owners”.
An ROA spok e sp e r s on

added: “The ROA is proud to
support and champion the vital
role of owners in racing. As the
voice of ownership in racing the
ROA is committed to improving
the owner experience and

supporting the sport of racing.
“For the past three years the

ROA has led a cross-industry
programme to identify and
improve speci f ic areas of
ownership. This has been a
major piece of work across the
industry that has delivered
significant improvement to the
on-course experience, raised
the profile of ownership and
the rac ing ‘produc t ’, and
delivered long-term partner-
ships that will enhance racing
for owners.
“The work of the past three

years is part of wider work at
the ROA and across industry,
which will deliver long-term
resu l t s fo r rac ing as th i s
industry builds back from a
very turbulent and difficult
year. We, along with many
others in the industry, work
very hard every day to improve
racing for all those who love
this fantastic sport.”
The Levy Board declined to

answer specif ic questions
concerning the ownership
strategy or rebranding exercise,
but noted an end-of-project
report will be submitted by the
ROA to the board in due course.

Slides from an ROA presentation to the Levy Board showing (top) the process adopted by the
branding agency, and how the decision to focus on the ROA brand was taken
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INTEGRITY
IN FOCUS

By Peter Scargill

A WAR is taking place for the
skies above British and Irish
racecourses with millions of
p ounds in b e t t i n g and
pictures rights on the line as
racing attempts to defend
i t s e l f a g a i n s t w h a t i t

considers to be an epidemic
of drones.

It is a battle which has next
m o n t h ’ s C h e l t e n h a m
Festival at its heart, with the
prospect of several drone
operators taking advantage
of the meeting being behind
closed doors to use the quick

pictures their machines
provide to gain a major edge
when betting in running
during the biggest punting
week of the year.

Meanwh i l e , o rd inar y
punters are caught in the
middle, reliant on slower
Continues page 8

Dronewars over
Cheltenham In-running

punters set
to fight for
streaming
advantage

THERE were growing calls
yesterday for this year’s Randox
Grand National to be delayed
unt i l a f t e r the proposed
reopening of betting shops in
England on April 12 to provide
maximum public and punter
engagement and potentially
deliver a £1 million boost to
racing’s battered finances.
Grand National-winning

trainer Nigel Twiston-Davies
and Evan Williams, trainer of
Secret Reprieve, a leading
hope for this year’s contest,
bo th backed the idea o f
rescheduling the race, which
is in the calendar for April 10.
That view was echoed by the

head o f the bookmak ing

industry trade body the Betting
& Gaming Council (BGC), who
said putting the race at the
centre of reopening the high
street after the coronavirus
lockdown would make it “a
truly national celebration”.
P r im e m i n i s t e r B o r i s

Johnson outlined plans to
reopen non-essential retail,
including betting shops, in
England on April 12 as part of
phase two of the government’s
roadmap to ease restrictions,
providedministers are satisfied
with Covid-19 infection and
vaccination data.
The plan means racing, and

bookmakers, would miss out
on a large slice of revenue
generated from the forecast
Continues page 2

Calls grow
for delay
to National
until betting
shops open
By Peter Scargill
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of f ic ia l s t reams which hamper
attempts to bet in running against
rivals who quite literally have time on
their side.
Tracks staunchly challenge the

presence and usage of drones, also
known as unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), on commercial, safety and
fairness grounds, while the drone
operators stand by their rights to fly
within the rules and make use of the
upper hand they get by doing so.
The fighting came to a head at the

end of last week when FoxFly Limited,
the largest operator of UAVs at race-
courses, was served with a legal
challenge by Arena Racing Company
(Arc) over its plans to offer punters the
chance to access the super-fast
pictures provided by its drones for
in-running betting purposes if they
were prepared to pay and go to the
company’s offices to view the stream.
At up to £200 a head for as many as

ten people per day, the service had the
prospect of adding another profitable
string to the bow of FoxFly and its
pugnacious boss Mick McCool, an
innovative and successful profes-
sional punter who has made himself
something of a nemesis for race-
courses for the past few years.
A spokesman for Arc said: “I can

confirm that we issued a letter before
action at the end of last week.”
Two weeks ago a drone team was

also fined €4,000 for breaching
I re land’s Covid-19 ru les when
operating a drone near to Punches-
town. The IHRB said it plans to work
with the Gardai and “other relevant
bodies to try and deal” with drones
being flown around Irish tracks.
For McCool, the safety argument

presented by Arc in its legal challenge
to stop him flying his drones does not
hold water, and while he took to social
media over the weekend to withdraw
his in-running service to punters, he is
unlikely to back down permanently.
“Nobody – nobody – owns the air-

space above tracks in Britain and as
long as we follow the rules and regula-
tions which state as competent pilots
we don’t fly over persons or structures
that we believe might be compro-
mised by a UAV falling out of the air
then it’s all right for us to carry on,” he
said. “There are no rules and regula-
tions that can stop people from flying
over Arc tracks or any other course.”
FoxFly, McCool says, has the capa-

bility to have a drone at every meeting
in Britain and Ireland every day if
required, but it is not alone in the
skies.
Drone operators and in-running

punters speak of there frequently
being multiple units up at any one
time, with seven flying at a recent
Southwell all-weathermeeting and six
at Warwick on Classic Chase day last
month, with their presence increasing
since the first lockdown.
The enterprise is not cheap. The

drones used, such as the M300,
alongside camera equipment and
spare parts, are estimated to cost

£20,000 and that is before you factor in
the pr ice of the two-man team
required to run it each day—one to fly
the drone and one to spot for other
objects in the air. Each drone is regis-
teredwith the Civil Aviation Authority,
pilots are required to undergo training
and flight plans have to be submitted
every time they are used.
The reason people are increasingly

looking to drones is the edge they
provide in terms of picture speed,
which can then be used to gain an
advantage when betting in running.
With no-one able to attend the track to
bet from hospitality boxes or to stream
pictures on FaceTime off the big
screen or internal CCTV, these punters
have taken flight.
One in-running punter, speaking on

the condition of anonymity, estimated
his annual betting income to be
£100,000 but is expecting that to soar
having purchased a drone.
“There were drones out there before

lockdown but since it happened the
number being used has seriously
escalated,” they say. “Betfair live video
is about a second behind us and it
literally takes a second to have a bet. I
would think [how much I am making]
would go up as the result of having a
drone. It’s worth the investment, inmy
eyes.”
In-running punters without their

own drones are able to access the
streams provided by the operators
each day if contributing to the running
costs, which are in the region of £500.
However, increasingly an arms race is
developing whereby each punter is
getting their own unit into the air with
the best technology available to try to
come out on top.
All of which is proving to be desper-

ately frustrating for gamblers like
Martin Hughes. A longstanding
in-running punter, and member of
the Horseracing Bettors Forum,
Hughes has found it more and more
difficult to compete when betting

with so many drones in circulation.
Hughes has continually fought to

get broadcasters Racing TV and Sky
Sports Racing to provide faster
pictures to nullify the impact of the
drones, even going as far as to suggest
racecourses, or Betfair, provide a
drone themselves with punters paying
a fee to access it.
“If I knew I was operating on a level

playing field with other people I
would be more than happy to pay
racecourses to use a drone stream,” he
said. “What frustrates me is that I
think TV companies can domore.
“I don’t bet on the all-weather

tracks any more, I’ve given it up
because pictures from those tracks are
so much slower — they’re two
seconds behind. You can just tell
people are behind and there’s no
point betting into that market. I’ve got
more chance of losing money than
making it.
“A lot of my betting is pre-race and I

like to be able to change my position
during a race and that’s not something
they’re giving me the option to do
with the streams they are providing.”
Faster pictures from broadcasters

are viewed as key to suppressing
the drones. They would
p rov i d e s e c u r i t y
in-running punters with
less awareness of the
speed differences and

who may be susceptible to having
money taken from themwhen betting,
for example, on a horse in running
that a drone operator already knows
has fallen.
A spokesman for Racecourse Media

Group said it “had invested signifi-
cantly in its streaming” and that feeds
from its partner racecourses were “at
least under one second behind live on
all devices”.
Barry Orr, Betfair’s head of racing

PR, said: “The integrity of live pictures
is paramount to us. The picture
providers have an important role to
play in this and latency has been
reduced by some better than others.
Hopefully it can be reduced further
and we get to a stage where racing
pictures are as close to l ive as
possible.’’
Arc has been particularly fired up by

what is happening with the streams
from the drones, and is leading the
way in combating what it believes to
be theft of its intellectual property and
the selling of pictures to black market
websites.
Racecourses receive over £100

million a year for theirmedia rights, so
protecting the images from

es, whatever they may
may not be being used
or, is viewed as critical
to their finances.

“There is a principle
in that some [drones]
appear to be broad-
casting pictures of the
racing,” said Jonathan
a r r a t t , K e l s o ’ s
naging director.
edia rights are a very

significant revenue stream and
we would have major concerns if
somebody were to compromise
something that is so valuable to us.
These pictures and the data underpin
large parts of the funding for the
industry.”
Claims that the feeds are being sold

t o b l a ck ma rke t webs i t e s a re
rubbished by McCool, who says such
action would “water down” his
product and picture speed, which is
less than half a second behind the live
action, while another drone operator
spoken to for this article insisted the
UAVs were being solely used for
in-running bett ing in domestic
markets.
“Anyone who’s involved in drones

and in-running betting is betting into
Betfair and they’re part of the income
for the sport,” they said.
The Betfair in-running market is set

to be the focus for drone users next
month dur ing the Chel tenham
Festival, where an average of £500,000
is traded during each race.
Discussions with drone operators

indicate that somewhere between
three and six drones are likely to be
flying around Cheltenham during the
festival, with Gloucestershire Police
confirming that the usual restrictions
around airspace at the track are not in
place this year.
However, the course’s owner Jockey

Club Racecourses is understood to be
privately considering what options
may be available to it to block their
access on grounds of safety and
security.
“We’ll definitely have an aerial

system in the air at Cheltenham but
not above the racecourse,” McCool
said. “We will have consulted with the
Satco [Senior Air Traffic Controller],
who is in charge there, to make sure
we’re operating within the parameters
of his safety regulations prior to the
festival going ahead.”
He added: “We pride ourselves in all

being trained professionals, being
responsible pilots and we carry out
continued development training
within the company and we track all
pilots.
“We’re members of Arpas [Associa-

tion of Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Systems] and gold standard members
of the drone safe register. We pride
ourselves in never having had any sort
of activity that was untoward to the
rule and regulations of those bodies.”
Like McCool, other drone operators

will be at the festival and insist they
will be acting responsibly. What they
will not be doing is apologising for
using their UAVs to get a betting edge,
however that advantage might be
viewed by others.
“It’s not unfair at all,” the unnamed

drone user said. “You want to try and
get live pictures and it’s about how
you go and do that. The only option at
the moment is to have a drone.”

Operator defends drones:
‘nobody owns the airspace’
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‘The integrity
of live pictures
is paramount to
us. Hopefully we get to
a stage where racing
pictures are as close to
live as possible’
Betfair’s Barry Orr
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